
Confirmation of risk of cancer in
blepharocheilodontic syndrome

Pathogenic variants in CDH1 were initially identified to be
responsible for early-onset, multigenerational hereditary
diffuse gastric cancer and lobular breast cancer (HDGC;
OMIM 137215). In a small number of families affected with
HDGC, cleft lip with or without cleft palate (CLP) has been
found to segregate with the CDH1 variant.1 Then, CDH1
variants were identified in patients with nonsyndromic CLP
(NSCLP) without history of diffuse gastric cancer (DGC) or
lobular breast cancer (LBC).2 In HDGC, CDH1 variant
carriers have a lifetime high risk of DGC and LBC and the
identification of a CDH1 variant in a proband and his
relatives leads to risk-reducing measures including prophy-
lactic gastrectomy and annual breast magnetic resonance
image (MRI).3

In 2017, we published the article entitled “Blepharochei-
lodontic syndrome is a CDH1 pathway–related disorder due
to variants in CDH1 and CTNND1.”4 Our team identified
CDH1 heterozygous variants in seven patients from five
families affected with blepharocheilodontic syndrome
(BCDS1; MIM 119580) indicating that, beyond NSCLP,
CDH1 variants could lead to a broader spectrum of
developmental anomalies.4 A few months later, Kievit
et al. confirmed these findings.5 In the light of both studies
and the description of 26 patients from 18 families, variants
causing BCDS1 were likely to localize in mutational
hotspots, corresponding to E-cadherin calcium-binding
sites in the EC1-EC2 linker domain and to exon 9–intron
9 junction, resulting in exon 9 skipping. They partially
overlap with variants identified in NSCLP patients, such as
p.(Asp254Asn) substitution. To date, this variant has never
been associated with cancer, while it was identified in up to
three BCDS1 and in two NSCPL large multigenerational
families.2,5

Before the identification of CDH1 as the BCSD1-causing
gene, it was not known that BCDS patients were at risk of
cancer.
Recently, the first cases of DGC and LBC were reported

in one BCDS1 family carrying variant c.768T>A
p.(Asn256Lys).6 This family showed variability in develop-
mental anomalies ranging from NSCLP to classical BCDS1
facial features.6 In our previous work, we reported a patient
and her daughter, both showing typical BCDS1 features and
carrying the c.1320+1G>C p.(Tyr380_Ly440del) variation.4

This splice variant leads to exon 9 skipping and deletion of
residues Tyr380 to Lys440. It was identified in nine patients
from seven families, p.(Tyr380_Ly440del) representing

therefore the most recurrent BCDS1-associated variant.4,5

The variant occurred de novo in all reported cases, except in
our family. The segregation could not be performed in our
proband’s parents. While her mother did not harbor facial
features of BCDS1, she died from fulminant gastric cancer
at the age of 35 years. We were not able to retrieve the
precise tumor type and genetic testing could not be carried
out to confirm the hypothesis of a CDH1-associated DGC.
The CDH1 variant was identified in the index BCDS1
patient when she was 40 years old.4 Because of this finding,
together with the familial history of gastric cancer,
preventive gastrostomy was discussed, but the patient
preferred undergoing repetitive endoscopies with biopsies.
When she was 43 years old, endoscopy showed a large
ulcerated lesion at the greater curvature of the stomach.
Pathology confirmed the diagnosis of signet ring cell
carcinoma of the stomach. She underwent chemotherapy
and gastrectomy. This clinical update confirms the risk of
cancer in blepharocheilodontic syndrome.
In the invited commentary following our study, P.R.

Benusiglio indicated that the involvement of CDH1 meant
that BCDS1 families were likely at high risk of both DGC
and LBC, and that risk-reducing measures, however radical
they might be, had to be discussed.7 In the case of both
families showing BCDS1 and CDH1-related cancers, it is
therefore evident that all CDH1 variant carriers must
benefit from preventive measures to reduce their risk of
cancer, including prophylactic gastrectomy. But what can
we advise to the other BCDS1 or NSCLP families?
Identification of unexpected CDH1 variations through
multigene panel testing results in a comparable dilemma:
to recommend an invasive procedure with high morbidity
and mortality to a family with little history of the disease or
to leave untreated an invasive disease with high mortality.
The authors ask for a better assessment of CDH1 variant
penetrance to better advise asymptomatic families regard-
ing a preventive measure.8 Along the same line, further
studies are needed to precisely determine the accurate
penetrance of cancer in BCDS1. We now should address
whether CDH1-related cancers cluster in some BCDS1
families, due to other familial genetic and environmental
determinants, or whether the risk of cancer is instead linked
to specific CDH1 variants.
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